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Tolerance and Inclusion Week

TOLERANCE AND INCLUSION
14-20 NOVEMBER 2021
What if our values had a broader perspective?
Prospects for humanity
In a world which is increasingly divisive and divided, what are the future prospects for our
communities and societies to rethink our systems, including the economy, along the lines of
value systems that better connects people to our planet and to each other?

FOCUS
PEOPLE

PLANET

WORLD
MAJLIS TOPIC

The forces of globalisation and the Fourth Industrial revolution
have led to a world where inequities in incomes and access to
opportunities are at their widest ever, How can we improve the
design of our institutions and economic systems so that it meets
the needs of people within the means of our planet? How can our
development models track factors beyond GDP and economic
growth, and work better for human and planetary wellbeing?
How can being good also be good for business? What would
it take to make the transition to a fairer, more human-centred,
economic system?

Tuesday/
Thursday

Art for Good | Using
art to make our
planet a better place

Can art create a smarter and more holistic society? The big, bad
problems the world faces today – from climate change, to ending
world hunger and poverty - will require global understanding,
empathy and action to resolve. In this context how can we better
engage art as a powerful ally in promoting tolerance, understanding
and meaningful dialogue - and move us towards action for a better
future?

Sunday

In a world that is increasingly divided along social, political and
ideological lines, how can we build technologies without the
biases that exist within us? How can AI help us create fair and
inclusive societies instead of overemphasising inequities? How
can we imbue tolerance, respect, empathy and humanity in
robots?

Tuesday/
Thursday

How can current and future generations from diverse cultures
work together in decision making and building actions for the
future? What are the values they can share to better connect with
each other to help build a sense of belonging to a common global
destiny?

Tuesday/
Thursday

This Women’s World Majlis Session will focus on women’s lived
experiences with a focus on “Women at the Table” and “Women
in Uniform” as the agenda is even more critical today. The starting
point to the future of the WPS agenda begins with Embracing
women’s voices and a recognition of women’s expertise and lived
experience. How can we amplify the voices and messages of a
diverse set of women living and working in conflict and postconflict areas? How do we support their leadership and inclusion
to inform and reshape the dialogue and policy development
towards more effective implementation. How do we encourage
knowledge sharing among different audiences to collect case
studies and best practices? How do we identify solutions, targets,
and timelines for further implementation of Resolution 1325?

Monday

Digital Brain, Digital
Morality | Ensuring
empathetic and
unbiased AI

Co-curated with USA
NEXT GEN

WOMEN

DATE

The Business of
Compassion | The
value(s) of our
economy

Co-curated with Italy
INNOVATION

DESCRIPTION

Bridging the Divide |
Bringing bold change
with wisdom

Making Peace |
Critical role of
women

16th/18th
Nov ‘21

14th Nov ‘21

16th/18th
Nov ‘21

16th/18th
Nov ‘21

15th Nov ‘21

